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         PROVISIONAL WWS RANKING POINTS SCHEDULE 2022/2023 SEASON 

(SIDE-TOURNAMENTS) 
 

 
CC R-

up 
CC 

Winner 
Last 64 Last 32 Last 16 QF SF Runner up Winner 

World Women’s Championship 600 1,000 275 450 900 1,800 3,600 6,000 10,000 

UK Women’s Championship 450 750 210 340 675 1,350 2,700 4,500 7,500 

Potential Ranking Event 450 750 210 340 675 1,350 2,700 4,500 7,500 

Scottish Open 450 750 210 340 675 1,350 2,700 4,500 7,500 

Women’s Masters 450 750 210 340 675 1,350 2,700 4,500 7,500 

 
 
The WWS world ranking list will be calculated using a two-year rolling points system.  Please refer to the re-ranking document for confirmation of point drop-off dates.  
 
At any event where players are seeded straight through to the knock-out stages and lose their opening match, they will receive half-ranking points for that event (rounded up to the nearest whole number)..  
 
Any player who competes in the Challenge Cup, having reached the knockout stages of the main competition, will not receive any additional Challenge Cup ranking points from that event. 
 
Group points set out above apply only where a player fails to qualify for the knock-out stages of an event. Should a player qualify for the knock-out stages from their group in 2nd position they will receive knock-
out points only. 
 
A player who enters an event and does not compete at least one match of the competition shall not receive ranking points. 
 
At the end of the season players on equal ranking points will be ranked according to the most points earned in the last season. Should this not determine positions, points won in events working backwards 
from the final event of the season will be considered. Finally, if still equal, frames won in losing final match would be used from events working backwards from the most recent event. 
 
Points held from 2018 tournaments specified as part of the ranking adjustments due to the COVID-19 pandemic will not be considered when ranking players with equal points. 
 

 


